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Abstract— This paper describes an experiment about the
relevance of using Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA) to improve
the system definition process. CWA is a method for analyzing
complex sociotechnical systems from a cognitive point of view.
We submitted a set of exercises involving some specification
tasks to a group of professional system engineers, some were
asked to build on CWA data, while others to rely on some
classical method results (Hierarchical Task Analysis). Beyond
the results obtained from this specific experiment, this paper
aims at demonstrating that controlled experiments are not only
possible but also relevant in system engineering field.
Keywords — Definition process, Controlled Experiment,
Cognitive Work Analysis, Hierarchical Task Analysis

I. INTRODUCTION
Several studies highlight the fact that human factors
related elements are not adequately taken into consideration in
complex systems definition and design (e.g. [1], [2], [3]).
They list additional shortcomings that lead to human
integration problems: human factors integration trends and
standards are not captured; human performance metrics,
targets, and limitations are not specified; human role design,
job design, and organizational design are insufficiently
captured, team activity and team requirements are
insufficiently captured. Studies essentially identify a lack of
shared methods, tools and formalisms precluding a
meaningful communication and collaboration across system
engineers, human factors practitioners and other personnel
implied in System Engineering (SE). Furthermore [4] asserts
that the integration of human factors within SE is not just a
technical issue, but also cultural and organizational. The lack
of accounting for cognitive factors during the upstream
systems engineering processes contributes to incomplete
system requirements, leading to design poorly usable systems.
Without specific means, system design efforts will continue to
be inconsistent, incomplete and redundant since these
domains are not able to collaborate.
In this context, various solutions have been proposed.
Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) [5] is the most popular of
all human factors and ergonomics methods. It has been
applied for more than 40 years in a lot of various domains and
its popularity does not show signs of decrease within human
factors and ergonomics communities. Based on the
description of goals (“what an operator is required to do or
actually does, in terms of actions and/or cognitive
processes”), HTA belongs to normative or descriptive
categories of work analysis modeling. The method aims at
decomposing the overall main goal into sub-goals, operations
and then plans. Plans specify the sequences and the conditions
sub-goals have to be achieved by the operator in order to
satisfy the upper-level goal. HTA found its place within a SE
approach: the method is useful to identify operators, to
describe operational scenarios involving humans and to
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identify exchanged data between the system and the operators.
Result of HTA is also very used in human error analysis
techniques, functional allocation and human interface design.
Moreover, the underlying formalism is very closed to major
formalisms used by system engineer (e.g. System Modeling
Language (SysML)) which contributes to its popularity.
However, as stated by [6], the problem with HTA is that it
remains centered on goals and so is highly dependent of
situations which are related to actors and their finality. It
addresses a list of enumerated situations which must be
anticipated by the system engineer. If a specific situation has
not been studied, then no related task and finally no related
requirements are defined.
Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA) is an alternative human
factors approach falling in the formative category ([7], [8]). It
aims at identifying the purpose (“the overarching intention
that a work domain was designed to achieve”) rather than
goals. It focuses on the understanding of constraints forced
upon the system, both physical and social. It is independent of
situations (and so independent of actors and available physical
resources) and can encompass a large variety of events,
including non-predicted ones. The method aims at describing
the system according to several viewpoints. The main used is
Work Domain Analysis (WDA) which involves modelling the
system based on its purposes and the constraints imposed by
the environment [9]. Output of WDA is the Abstraction
Hierarchy which contains 5 levels of description: Functional
Purpose of the system is the reason why the system exists;
Abstract Function is the criteria that can be used to judge
whether the system is achieving its purposes; Generalized
function is what functions are required to achieve the purpose
of the work system; Physical function is the systems
functional, capabilities and limitations; Physical object is the
resources of the system. These elements are linked together
through “means-ends” relationships. However, although some
studies have shown how it can be useful for SE ([10], [11],
[12]), mainly due to its capacity to help in identifying reasons
why the system exists, mains functions, operational scenarios
and physical components, CWA has rarely been used by
system engineers and no studies have been carried out to
assess CWA in a real situation ([13]).
The first objective of this paper is to demonstrate the
relevance of using CWA for the system definition processes.
For this purpose, we have designed and carried out a scientific
experiment to study the relevance of this method, in a
professional context. This experiment is the second objective
of this paper: to show how a scientific controlled
experimentation can be successfully conducted in the field of
SE. After a brief state-of-the-art on controlled experiments in
SE field, we present the scientific experiment we conducted
(organization and result) and we conclude.

III. EXPERIMENT

II. CWA ANALYSIS IN SE PERSPECTIVE
A. Controlled experiments in SE field
Controlled experiments are a scientific research method
based on procedures carried out to support, refute, or validate
hypothesis. A controlled experiment is one in which
everything is held constant except for one variable. As
explained by [14], controlled experiments provide two major
advantages. In mature areas of research, they are often the
only way to isolate the effects of independent variables on
dependent variables and demonstrate causality. In nascent
areas, they can enable carefully instrumented observations of
phenomena under a wider range of conditions than exist in a
natural setting.

We report on a controlled experiment we carried out about
the relevance of HTA and CWA in a system requirement
definition process. We have followed the process described in
[16] in which the authors propose a protocol to define and
conduct a qualitative experiment-based research in the field of
system engineering. The protocol contains 7 steps: choosing
to employ qualitative experimental method, defining research
questions, selecting case, conducting experiment, analyze
data, compile the results of the experiment and infer and
produce a theory. We describe the first 6 steps and address the
last step in the conclusion. A full description is can be found
in [17].

Even if it is very current to find experiments at the heart of
research in several domains (medicine, social science,
physical sciences), they remain rarely conducted in the SE
field. Researchers prefer to use alternatives as unstructured or
structured observations, historical archival researches,
participant observations, ethnographic studies, survey
researches, or case studies. Some explanations are identified
in [14]: difficulty to find representative participants; difficulty
to define a representative case; difficulty to identify and
control all stable elements, and the variable ones; difficulty to
collect and exploit data to dress definitive conclusions.

A. Description of the experiment
1) Step 1: Choosing to employ qualitative method
Qualitative methods are appropriated when the studied
phenomenon is poorly understood and when it must be studied
in an empirical context [16]. It is the case here.

B. Analysis of HTA and CWA
During the 4 last decades for HTA and the 2 last decades
for WDA, several studies have been performed to identify and
analyze advantages provided by one or the other method.
These studies have mainly adopted a same and unique
deductive approach: from observation of properties of a
method, some conclusions are forecasted and justified. Often,
these studies have been completed by study-cases analysis
with the objective to show examples where deducted
conclusions are true.
In [15], the authors describe an experiment they conducted
with the objective to compare HTA and CWA. The subject
was a military mission planning system. Participants were two
human factors researchers, each with significant experience in
the application of both HTA and CWA. Provided information
was a set of user documents (training manuals, standard
operating instructions…) and an initial 2-days meeting was
conducted in order to introduce participants to the mission
planning process and to familiarize them with dedicated
software tool. During the exercise, participants interviewed 4
experts of the domain and performed walkthroughs. The
outputs of the experiment were an HTA and a WDA
description of the system. Their analysis showed differences
between them in term of content, granularity and level of
abstraction. Even if this experiment is valuable and provided
pertinent insights for the assessment of HTA and WDA, we
would like to point out some relative weaknesses that limit its
scope. Firstly, only 2 participants have been involved in the
experiment. This is not enough to reach a statistical
signification and so to draw definitive conclusion. Moreover,
outputs were HTA and WDA models (tasks decomposition,
hierarchical abstraction) and not SE artifacts (requirements,
use cases, scenarios…). This experiment did not show how
outputs of these methods are useful (or not) for SE activities.
Finally, the analysis only concerned the quality of outputs and
does not addressed usability of each method. Feedback from
participant have not been collected nor analyzed. No
conclusion has been drawn on this point.

2) Step 2: Defining research questions
We have defined several research questions through
hypothesis (see TABLE I. ). They are assertions that aim to be
validated or not according to the results of the experiment. Q1
and Q2 addressed impact of the method relatively to temporal
performances and quality of the productions while the others
were centered on subjective feeling of participants.
TABLE I.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Q1 Temporal performance: WDA is a new method for system engineers

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5
Q6

who had just a short training before the experiment. We expect WDA
participants to take more time than HTA ones to complete their tasks.
Quality of productions: because WDA brings more elements about
human factors, we expect WDA participants productions to be better
than HTA participants ones.
Cognitive effort: as WDA method is totally new and unknown to
system engineers, and HTA is very close to their best used methods,
we expect WDA participants cognitive effort to be higher than HTA.
Acceptation of the method: WDA is not as well described and
formalized as classical SE methods, and HTA is very closed to best
used SE methods, we expect WDA method to be less accepted (and
less easy to use) than HTA one
Success/fail feeling: We expect HTA participants to have a better
success feeling than WDA participants.
Experience impact: System engineers with a high experience and
practice level are familiar to use their methods. We expect expert
participants have more difficulties to accept WDA than junior ones.

3) Step 3: Selecting case
a) Participants
10 system engineers participated to the experiment (see
TABLE II. . They worked as consultants in various domains
(aeronautic, automotive, defense, healthcare…). Some of
them, identified as junior, had less than 5 years of experience
in SE while others (experts) had more. We checked through
preliminary questionnaires that nobody had previously
followed specific training in ergonomics. We verified also that
no one had a knowledge about the finality of the study.
Participants were divided in 2 groups of 5 (WDA and HTA)
without any selective criterions.
TABLE II.

GROUPS OF PARTICIPANTS

WDA group
Id

Age

WDA_P1 29

Sex

M

HTA group
Expertise

Expert (5)

Id

Age Sex

HTA_P1 33

Expertise

M Expert (12)

WDA_P2
WDA_P3
WDA_P4
WDA_P5

27
25
43
28

M
F
M
F

Junior (1.5)
Expert (5)
Expert (18)
Junior (3)

HTA_P2
HTA_P3
HTA_P4
HTA_P5

26
45
24
52

F
M
M
M

Junior (0.7)
Expert (22)
Junior (0.2)
Expert (11)

b) Tasks
Each participant had to model a system which fulfils
several on-ground services to travelers using air transport:
flight reservation, boarding, security checking, information
etc. Participants had access to a description of the initial highlevel needs (see Fig. 1). Moreover, according to their group,
participant had access to a task analysis (for HTA group
participants – see Fig. 2) or an abstraction hierarchy (for WDA
group participants – see Fig. 3) of the system previously built
by ergonomists. On this basis, participants had to perform 4
exercises in less than 40 minutes: #1 write the set of
requirements, #2 describe the set of use-cases, #3 write
nominal scenarios and #4 write non-nominal scenarios. In
order to avoid bias introduced by specific tools, models had to
be designed using pen and paper.
To travel by plane, a traveler must:
• buy ticket through an online ticket provider, or using some automatic
machines located to the airport or directly from agency desks;
• check-in thanks to an online access, or using automatic machine or
directly from agency desk;
• possibly drop-off baggage directly to a dedicated desk or using an
automatic drop-off system. Some airlines offer a service to take over
baggage directly at the traveler residency.
• pass through airport security checks;
• attend the boarding gate to access to the plane.
All these tasks must respect rules related to security (prohibited
articles, identification, etc.)
The airport is equipped with information boards and information desks
for helping passengers to find their way in the airport.
….
Fig. 1. Extract of initial high-level user needs as provided to all participants
<<Functional Purpose>>
Prepare the flight

<<Abstract Function >>
To sastisfy flight criteria
(cost, date, duration,
option, …)

<<Generalized F.>>
To move in the
airport
<<Phy. F.>>
To allow
orientation

<<Abstract Function >>
To satisfy user experience
(comfort, efficiency,
duration , …)

<<Generalized F.>>
To get ticket

<< Phy. F.>>
To propose
flights

<<Generalized F.>>
To get boarding
card

<< Phy. F.>>
To allow
payment

<<Abstract Function >>
To transfer personal
belongings

<<Generalized F.>>
To manage luggage

<< Phy. F.>>
To generate
documents

<< Phy. F.>>
To allow checkin

<<Abstract Function >>
To respect security
rules

<<Generalized F.>>
To comply with
safety control
<< Phy. F.>>
To transfer
luggage

<< Phy. F.>>
To allow
security control

<< Phy. F.>>
To allow
boarding

<< Phy. Fo.>>

<< Phy. Fo.>>

<<Phy. Fo.>>

<< Phy. Fo.>>

<< Phy. Fo.>>

<< Phy. Fo.>>

<< Phy. Fo.>>

<< Phy. Fo.>>

<<Phy. Fo.>>

<< Phy. Fo.>>

Signpost

Information

Airline
agency

Internet
site

Automatic

Check-in
desk

Home
luggage
take away
infra

Automatic

Security
control
unit

Boarding
gate

Access
walkway

terminal

drop-off
infra

Step 4.2: Train participants to the WDA based method (for
WDA group) and to the HTA base method (for HTA group).
At the end of this step, a multiple-choice question has been
submitted to participants to check their understanding of the
methods. Participants had to answer to 9 questions (for HTA
trainees) and 13 questions (for WDA trainees). To be able to
compare results, marks have been scaled up to 20;
Step 4.3: Perform the 4 required exercises. During this
step, completion times have been measured;
Step 4.4: Collect participants feedback. 5 questionnaires
have been proposed to collect participant feedback: pass/fail,
modeling, NASA-TLX, TAM and SUS. Pass/fail is a set of
questions we have specifically designed to collect the
feedback of participants relative to their feeling about the
success (or unsuccess) in performing the exercises. Modeling
is a set of questions we have specifically designed to
encourage participants to describe how they used input
materials to produce the models. Collected information is
useful to better understand processes involved in the
exploitation of WDA and HTA based methods. NASA-TLX
(Task Load Index) [18] is a widely used subjective method to
evaluate workload perceived to perform a task. It contains 6
questions (see TABLE III. assessed using 20 points rating
scale (from easy to difficult). Answers are combined to derive
a sensitive and reliable estimate of global workload. TAM
(Technology Acceptance Model) [19] is a method for
assessing user acceptance (utility and ease-of-use) of a
computer-based system. It proposes 16 questions (see TABLE
IV. to the performer, with 7 points rating scale from “strongly
agree” (level 1) to “strongly disagree” (level 7). SUS (System
Usability Scale) [20] is used to evaluate how people perceive
the usability of a system or a method. It is dedicated to
measure performer efficiency and satisfaction. It contains 10
questions (see TABLE V. with a 5 levels rating scale. The
result is computed from the collected answers is a mark
between 0 and 100. Usability is “poor” below 35, “ok” and
“good” between 35 and 86 and “excellent” above.

<<Generalized F.>>
To access to the
aircraft

<<Phy. Fo.>>

desk

Step 4.1: Collect information about participants profile
(age, sex, experience etc.);

TABLE III.
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

Fig. 2. Abstraction Hierarchy as provided to CWA group
Q5
0. prepare flight

Q6

Plan 0
do 1 – 2
if necessary do 3
do 4 – 5

1. get the ticket

2. get the
boarding card

Plan 1
do 1.1 or 1.2
after do 1.3 – 1.4 – 1.5
do 4 - 5
1.2
1.1
using the connect
to
signs find
the way to internet
an
automatic
terminal or
an airline
agency

1.3
choose an
offer
among
flight
proposals
and
options

1.4
pay

1.5
get
ticket

3. manage
luggage

Plan 2
do 2.1 or 2.2
after do 2.3

2.1
using the
signs find
the way to
automatic
terminal or
check-in
desk

2.2
connect to
internet

2.3
get
boarding
card

4. comply with
safety control

Plan 3
do 3.1 or 3.2

3.1
go to the
check-in
desk or to
the
automatic
drop-off
infra

3.2
drop-off
luggage

4.1
using the
signs or
informatio
n desk, go
to the
security
control unit

Fig. 3. Task decomposition as provided to HTA group

4) Step 4: Experimental protocol
The experimentation consisted in 4 steps.

4.2
submit to
security
check

Plan 5
do 5.1 – 5.2

5.1
using the
signs or
information
desk, go to
the
boarding
gate

5.2
using the
access
walkway
board to
the
aircraft

Mental demand: How much mental and perceptual activity was
required?
Physical demand: How much physical activity was required?
Temporal demand: How much time pressure did you feel due to
the pace at which the tasks or task elements occurred?
Overall performance: How successful were you in performing the
task?
Effort: How hard did you have to work (mentally and physically)
to accomplish your level of performance?
Frustration level: How irritated, stressed, and annoyed versus
content, relaxed, and complacent did you feel during the task?
TABLE IV.

5. access to the
aircraft

Plan 4
do 4.1 – 4.2

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8

NASA-TLX QUESTIONS

TAM QUESTIONS

TAM questions related to utility
(HTA or WDA) would improve quality of my design task
(HTA or WDA) would improve quality of my productions
(HTA or WDA) would improve my productivity
(HTA or WDA) would address main aspects of my task
(HTA or WDA) would address unusual aspects of my task
(HTA or WDA) would improve my efficiency in doing my task
(HTA or WDA) would make easier my task
(HTA or WDA) is useful in doing my task
TAM questions related to easy-of-use

(HTA or WDA) is heavy to use
(HTA or WDA) is easy to learn
(HTA or WDA) is heavy to use in a SE process
(HTA or WDA) is clear and understandable
(HTA or WDA) is agile
(HTA or WDA) is easy to remember in order to use it
(HTA or WDA) requires an important mental workload
(HTA or WDA) requires an important workload to be able to use
it adequately.
TABLE V.

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10

SUS QUESTIONS

I think that I would like to use (HTA or WDA) frequently.
I found (HTA or WDA) unnecessarily complex.
I think (HTA or WDA) is easy to use.
I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be
able to use (HTA or WDA).
I found the various functions in (HTA or WDA) were well
understood.
I thought there was too much inconsistency in (HTA or WDA).
I would imagine that most people would learn to use (HTA or
WDA) very quickly.
I found (HTA or WDA) very cumbersome to use.
I felt very confident using (HTA or WDA).
I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with (HTA
or WDA).

The relationship between collected data and research
question is highlighted in TABLE VI.
TABLE VI.

LINK RESEARCH QUESTIONS - COLLECTED DATA
Collected data

Research Pass/fail Modeling Nasa- TAM SUS Completion Models
questions
TLX
time
quality

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6

x
x
x
x

x
x

x

evaluated according to the identified actors, the relevance of
the use case itself (5 major uses cases have previously been
identified) and its suitability (correct, inferred or overspecified); scenarios (production of exercise #3 and #4) have
been analyzed according to their relevance.
To compare results between WDA and HDA groups, we
selected the Mann-Whitney statistic test [21]. This test is used
to verify whether 2 distribution laws are similar. It is useful on
a low number of participants and when the distribution of
variables does not necessarily follow the normal law, which is
the case here. Equation (1) defines this test for HTA group.
According to Mann-Whitney pre-computed table, considering
5 participants per group and a level of significance a=0.05,
,
) > 2.
distributions are correlated if min(
=
+
−
(1)
where
is the size of HTA group,
the size of
WDA group and
the sum of ranks for HTA group.
B. Results of the experiment
1) Assessment of participants after training sessions
Mean of marks obtained by participants were
=
15.55 and
= 18.40. These results are very good, and
the standard variation is low:
= 2.1 and
= 1.34.
We conclude that participants understood very well the basis
of both methods and they were ready to perform the exercises.
2) Completion time of exercises
Measures performed during step 3 (see Fig. 4) showed that
the time required by HTA group to complete exercises 1, 2
and 4 is smaller than WDA group (an average of 7’30” vs 10’).
Conversely exercise 3 took less time for WDA group (9’35”
vs 12’48”). However, standard variation is high reflecting a
great variability between participants. So, a definitive
conclusion is hazardous.

x

1400

x

During questionnaires, participants were asked to explain
and justify their responses "in their own words". Data
collected during this verbalization process have been useful
during the data analysis step, in order to identify qualitative
data and supporting the findings.
5) Step 5: Data analysis
Quantitative collected data have been evaluated according
to the mean value (noted
for HTA group and
for
WDA group) and standard deviation (noted
for HTA
group and
for WDA group). It was then possible to have
a rough assessment of the global trend and representativity of
the data.
Qualitative data (responses to the exercises) have been
analyzed using peer reviews, carried out by SE experts. As we
provided participants with little detailed input materials,
several acceptable solutions were possible and only an
assessment performed by expert was relevant. Some
quantitative indicators have been produced from these
reviews: requirements (production of exercise #1) have been
checked according to 3 suitability criteria: correct, inferred
(requirements not related to the initial need nor to HTA and
WDA models) and over-specified (requirement related to an
initial need or an HTA or WDA element but adding extra
properties); use-cases (production of exercise #2) have been

1200
Duration (sec)

Q9
Q10
Q11
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16

1000
800

HTA
WDA

600
400
200
0
Exercise #1

Exercise #2

Exercise #3

Exercise #4

Fig. 4. Mean and standard deviation of completion time per exercise

3) Pass/fail analysis
Collected feedback showed that feeling about the success
was very high for all participants.
4) Analyze of the productions
Requirements: HTA group has proposed slightly less
correct requirements than WDA group (
= 7.8,
=
4.15,
= 10,
= 2.65). HTA group over specified
(
= 2.4,
= 1.67 ,
= 0.8,
= 0.83 ) and
very few requirements are inferred.
Use cases: a total of 24 correct use cases have been
identified by participants. Analysis showed that HDA group
modelled 2 times less correct use cases than WDA. It is also
important to note that WDA group have a very low variability
contrary to HDA (
= 6.2,
= 5.59 ,
= 12,
= 1.58). Moreover, all WDA group participants found
all 5 main use cases contrary to HTA group participants who
found only 60%.

5) Workload analysis
Results from NASA-TLX test (see Fig. 5) showed that the
three last factors covering interactions between performer and
task (performance, effort and frustration) were rather neutral
(around 45) and very closed between HTA and WDA groups.
Verbalization showed that the exercises were classical for
participants, but time pressure and novelty of the method (for
WDA group) tended to raise the effort. Frustration is low but
= 38,
= 23.61 ,
= 45,
largely scattered (
= 23.18). HTA_P2 and HTA_P3 had a high feeling of
frustration (60 and 65 respectively) due to the temporal stress
(HTA_P2) and to the frustration to not complete 2 exercises
(HTA_P3). WDA_P3 expressed a great frustration because of
the novelty of the method.

detail, HTA got a better assessment regarding suitability for
the task (question 4), usability (question 9) and clarity and
understandability (question 12). WDA had been assessed
better regarding workload required to implement it (question
16). The main arguments put forward relate to the fact that
WDA was new to participants while HTA was closed to data
they frequently used; WDA abstraction hierarchy can turn to
be a “plate of spaghettis” and become unusable; HTA requires
a specific workload to understand the hierarchical task
description which is less true for the abstraction hierarchy.
8
7
6

Score (1 - 7)

5

HTA
WDA

4
3
2
1

Utility

Q16

Q15

Q14

Q13

Q12

Q11

Q9

Q10

Q8

Q7

Q6

Q5

Q4

Q3

Q2

0

Q1

Scenarios: because of the lack of formalism imposed to
express scenarios, quantitative analyze was hard to run and we
mainly analyzed qualitative aspects collected through
Modeling questionnaire and verbalization. HTA group
participants expressed that task model provided as input was
very close to models they traditionally used. They proceeded
by reading the task model and produced a new scenario each
time a choice appeared to the actor. For WDA group, they
analyzed the abstraction hierarchy and mainly started from
generalized and physical functions. Concerning non nominal
scenarios, none HTA group participant used the task model
(mainly because this model does not contain information
related to fault). On the contrary, some WDA group
participant directly relies on the analysis of the abstraction
hierarchy: they studied physical function description layer by
analyzing possible failure of each physical element, deducing
non nominal scenarios from this analysis. Globally, analysis
of the productions shows a global positive trend for WDA
group: they found more human factors related requirements
and they had a relevant use of the abstraction hierarchy to find
non-nominal scenarios.

Ease to use

Fig. 6. Mean and standard deviation of TAM

The analysis of TAM results showed that both methods
have similar impacts. Mann-Whitney test showed that the
distributions of data are identical.
To bring an answer to research question Q6 (Experience
level impact), we correlated answers collected to TAM
questionnaires with the experience level of participants.
Results showed that junior participants had a better perception
of utility and use of HTA than experts. Concerning WDA,
feelings are similar (see Fig. 7).
7
6
5
4

Expert
Junior

3
2
1

Among the first three factors related to constrains from the
task, Mental demand stayed moderate but was higher for
WDA. WDA_P1 expressed a high mental workload because
of the novel nature of the method. Physical demand was low
because it was only asked to use paper and pencil for the
exercises. Hight Temporal demand showed that participants
were under pressure during the experiment. However, this
pressure did not prevent participants to complete their
exercises within the allocated time (exception with HTA_P3).
80
70
60
50
HTA
WDA

40

0
HTA

WDA

HTA

Utility

WDA
Ease to use

Fig. 7. TAM result according to experience

Results from SUS test shows 2 main trends (see Fig. 8):
HTA got an excellent global score and WDA got very
variables feedbacks. This is explained by the facility
participants use HTA (this method is very close to their usual
practices) and by the novelty of the WDA method.
Verbalizations showed difficulties participants have to use a
new method. Some of them are suspicious and wish to learn
more before adopting a definitive position. On the contrary,
others welcome the method, already giving it some merits.
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Fig. 5. NASA-TLX results

Statistical Mann-Whitney test showed that for each factor
of NASA-TLX, the distributions of collected data are
identical. We conclude that there are no significative
differences between both methods.
6) Usability and easiness analysis
Results from TAM test (see Fig. 6) show there are few
differences between HTA and WDA groups. On average,
HTA is slightly better. The first 8 questions related to utility
showed a high level of acceptation for both methods. In the
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Fig. 8. SUS score for each participant and global mean values

Mann-Whitney test showed that the distributions of SUS
data are identical.
C. Summary
Results allows us to draw up answers to research questions
defined at step 2. They are summarized in TABLE VII.

TABLE VII.

ANSWERS TO RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Q1 Temporal performance

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Q6

Completion time showed no significative differences between HTA
and WDA groups. Mann-Whitney statistic test showed distributions
are identical.
Therefore, it is not possible to give a definitive answer.
Quality of productions
Results are slightly better for WDA for number and quality of human
factors requirements, use cases and non-nominal scenarios.
Therefore, the hypothesis is validated
Cognitive effort
Mental demand assessed with NASA-TLX test has been shown to be
higher for WDA group.
Therefore, the hypothesis is validated.
Acceptation of the method
SUS test and the first part of TAM test showed that WDA is harder to
use than HTA.
Therefore, the hypothesis is validated.
Success/fail feeling
Results showed success feeling is very high for both methods.
Therefore, the hypothesis is rejected.
Experience impact
TAM test showed no difference between experienced and novice
system engineers regarding acceptation of WDA.
Therefore, the hypothesis is rejected.

These results confirm that WDA is relevant in a SE
definition process because it allows to find more pertinent
data. It requires a higher cognitive effort and is less accepted
by participants. This is due to the novelty of the method and
the lack of training and practice. Even if some participants
remain skeptical about this method, a majority is enthusiastic.
IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we related a controlled experiment in SE
field. We selected a representative panel of participants and
we set up an experimental framework according to
recommended state-of-the-art experimental protocol. We
collected qualitative and quantitative data about the quality of
the outputs and also about the usability of the methods. The
use of statistical tests allowed us to draw conclusions with a
defined level of confidence.
We would like to advocate for a wider use of such
experimental approaches in SE. Indeed, the characteristics of
this domain (where practices are empirical, not always
formalized, and involve humans’ activities) justify using
experiments to get valuable results about validation of
assumptions made by researchers. We showed how this
approach can be deployed and controlled and we hope this it
will be largely borrowed by future researches.
On the content, results demonstrated how valuable WDA
is for system definition activities. Due to its formative
approach, WDA allows system engineer to identify more
human factors related requirements, and to have a better
covering of non-nominal situations. However, WDA is more
distant of system engineers practices that HTA is. Therefore,
it requires higher workload from them, and usability gain need
to be enhanced.
Finally, we would argue for the complementarity of the
methods. CWA models the intentional, functional and
topological structure of the work domain while task analysis
allows navigation within this structure to find tasks to be
performed to reach objectives. An obstacle to overcome
remains the lack of a formalized method: contrary to HTA

which has a well-versed, step-by-step methodology CWA is
more a framework than a methodology and does not restrict
system engineer to specific methodologies for each phase.
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